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Sickness strikes Carroll 
Nearly 100 students seek medical help; illness continues 
D~rek Diaz 
News Editor 
Local ambulances streamed 
onto campus late last Thursday 
night, taking dozens of John 
Carroll students, ill with severe 
stomach cramps, nausea and 
vomiting to Meridia Hillcrest and 
University Hospitals for treatment. 
Since then nearly 25 students 
complaining of similar symptoms 
have reported to the campus dis-
pensary this week. 
In spite of an inspection con-
ducted by the Cuyahoga County 
Board of Health early Friday 
morning, the cause of the illness 
remains unidentified. 
Junior Jen Conahan said that 
she fell nauseous on the early 
afternoon of Friday and after be-
coming extremely ill with vomit-
ing by evening, she went to the 
MedCen ter on Warrensv ill e 
Road, and later was taken to 
Hillcrest. 
"They were giving shots for 
Women spikers capture 
national tournament bid 
Colleen Creamer the Ohio Athletic Conference 
Sports Editor tournament championship, but 
Victory was sweeterthan usual also receive a bid to the NCAA 
last Saturday, as John Carroll's 
women's volleyball team defeated 
Ohio Northern to not only capture 
Division ill National Tournament. 
It is the first time in the history 
of John Carroll athletics that a 
Student tnail stolen 
fro:m. ca:m. us boxes ~=""-~~--'~ 
Benjamin Smletana 
Staff Reporter 
This year the John Carroll Uni-
versity mail service has been 
troubled by repeated occurrences 
of theft from mailboxes in the 
Recplex. The problem, according 
to Mailroom Director Tom 
Reilley, is that many students pre-
set their Jocks, allowing unautho-
rized access to their mail. 
Reilley noted that the mail room 
began receiving complaints at the 
beginning of October of missing 
letters and opened mail. Opened 
mail received by the mailroom is 
retained and the student is notified 
to pick up the item. 
So far money has been the 
primary target of theft, Reilley 
said, but UPS items small enough 
to fit into the boxes have also 
been taken. 
Although no one has officiaJiy 
been caught in the act of the crime, 
Reilley said that several students 
have been written up by security 
officers foropening other students' 
boxes. 
"Stealing mail is a federal 
crime, punishable by law ,"Reilley 
warned. 
Reilley also advised students 
against preseuing their locks. 
"I'd say that six out of every 
ten mail boxes are preset, making 
it easier for potential thieves to 
search quickly through them," 
Reilley commented. "If only a few 
boxes were preset, then it would 
not be worth the effort for thieves 
to search for open boxes. Students 
are naive if they believe that their 
mail will not be stolen." 
AnJCII M.utlll 
The 1993 women's volleyball team savors i1s championship win 
women's team has qualified for 
the NCAA tournament. 
Head coach Gretchen 
Weitbrecht was pleased with the 
outcome. "I'm happy for the kids. 
It's the first time any of them have 
been able to experience anything 
like this." 
Having the home court advan-
tage in the toumament seemed to 
. ~ 
nated Mount Union in the semi-
final match on Friday, and de-
feated Ohto Northern in three 
straight games in Saturday's final. 
There were approximately 700 
people present for the champion-
ship game. 
"It was great to have the fans. 
The crowd support helped and is 
appreciated," Weitbrecht said. 
Weitbrecht explained the 
team's philosophy for all of their 
games this year. 
"We have had very simple 
game plans," Weitbrechtsaid. We've 
done nothing fancy, we just try to 
work harder than anyone else." 
Their hard work has resulted in 
a 31-3 record, three tournament 
championships, Ohio Athletic 
Conference Championship, # 1 
ranking in the NCAA Division III 
Midwest Region, a berth in the 
National Tournament, and nu-
merous individual honors. 
The first match of the tourna-
ment was held yesterday as John 
Carroll hosted Guilford, a team 
from North Carolina which took 
part in the Marietta tournament 
earlier this year in which the 
Streaks were crowned champions. 
By claiming a victory over 
Gui I ford, the team would have the 
opportunity to again host the semi-
finals of the tournament this 
weekend. But win or lose, the 
Lady Blue Streaks have many 
reasons to be proud. 
Weitbrccht said, "No matter 
what happens, thJs tournament 
(the NCAA) is the reward for a 
great season." 
nausea, taking blood, and hook-
ing students up to IVs," said 
Conahan. 
Junior Phil Baumann said he 
started feeling sick during the early 
evening and became progressively 
worse. 
"My friends saw them [RAs] 
taking people out [to the dispen-
sary J and they told me to go see an 
RA," said Baumann. "It was sud-
den." 
Gene Nixon of the Cuyahoga 
County Board of Health said that 
according to most indications, the 
iJiness appears food-related. 
"Although people continued to 
get sick on Sunday, we still think 
that it is food poisoning and all of 
the cases are related to the same 
incident," Nixon said. "Right now 
we are still trving to narrow it 
down to a suspect food." 
According to Tim Horgan, Di-
rector of Environmental Health, 
Uloig ........ Q d'S'ad8)!bii 
office permitted university offi-
cials to reopen the dining hall and 
rule out the water supply as a 
possible contaminate. 
"We instructed [Marriot direc-
tors] to throw away all food that 
had been opened, and then we 
gave the university the green light 
to open the cafeteria," Horgan said. 
"We inspected the water supply 
and drainage on campus." 
Board of Health Officials then 
interviewed all students who had 
developed the illness in order to 
record their food history for the 
past several days, Horgan said. 
Also a sample of healthy students 
were interviewed to provide a 
control group for the investiga-
tions. 
"All of the test data is not in 
yet," Horgan said. "We're going 
to run the data through EPI-INFO 
[Epidemiological information], a 
data-base that will detect a caus-
ative agent and define the param-
eters of the disease or illness.'' 
If test results from the food 
samples do not reveal a causitive 
agent, according to Horgan, then 
water may be ruled back in as a 
possible contaminate. 
"If the water was contaminated, 
it was contaminated through the 
kitchen because the general water 
supply wasn't affected," said 
Horgan. 
Horgan said he knew that the 
water could not have been con-
taminated through the donns be-
ctUie 48e. exposure woukl have 
been different, and tbe cases 
wouldn't have escalated and then 
dropped off so quickly. 
Dan Yaeger, Director of 
Marriot Food Services, explained 
that Marriot cooperated with 
Board ofHealth by providing them 
with food samples taken from cur-
rent meals. 
"We make it a practice to retain 
samples of all of our foods for four 
days," Yaeger said. "We keep 
samples of all our entrees, soups, 
vegetables, main courses and salad 
See ll..LNESS, pageS 
Clinton's Assistant promotes 
National Service Trust Act 
Danielle Snider 
Stott Reporter 
"Although the National Com-
munity Service Trust Act is over 
22,000 words long, the purpose 
can be stated in three words ... 
getting things done." Those three 
words, offered by Eli J. Segal, 
Assistant to the President and Di-
rector of National Service, served 
as the topic of John Carroll 
University's Second Annual Fo-
rum on Community Service held 
Sunday in Kulas Auditorium. 
The forum, presented by JCU's 
Center for Community Service, 
Student Union, and Alumni As-
sociation, under the direction of 
Dr. Mark Falbo, was attended by 
all of those interested in the Na-
tional and Commumty Service 
Trust Act signed into Jaw by 
President Clinton on September 
21 of this year. 
Segal was introduced by Rep. 
Louis Stokes, D-11 of Shaker 
Heights, who currently chairs the 
House appropriations subcom-
mittee, which funds the legisla-
tion. 
Segal began his speech by ex-
tolling the praises of those whom 
he feels are true "workhorses" for 
the advantage of community ser-
vice, including Stokes and Rev. 
Michael J. Lavelle, S.J. president 
of John Carroll University. 
Introducing his legislation by 
describing the nature of commu-
nity service itself, Segal 
acknowleged the success of both 
JCU's Carroll Cares flood relief 
and Project Gold. He suggested 
that community service is learn-
ing about oneself and making a 
See SEGAL, page 6 
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[lommentary 
Financial Aid lacks 
coDlinunication 
I decided to come to John Carroll for numerous reasons. I lhink 
lhat the quality, Jesuit education of the University is of utmost 
Michael James 
importance. I also believe lhat the size 
of lhe student body is ideal. It is small 
enough lhat no one has to struggle for an 
identity or for classroom anention, yet 
large enough for diversity and variety. I 
~ 
scholarship. 
Now, I look back and see that the 
decisions I made as a high school senior 
were right. I realize this when I see the 
Special Projects individual attention every student 
receives from lheir professors. advisors and lhe rest of lhe faculty. 
Talking about poetry with Dr. George Bilgere while he's standing 
in the RecPlex in his swimming trunks, shows his personal 
commitment to his students. This is just one of many examples. 
But, when my academic scholarship was not renewed this 
semester, there was little communication with the Financial Aid 
Office. The scholarship was simply taken away. Granted, I had 
not met the requirements spelled out by the scholarship (32 credit 
hours/year with a 3.0 Grade Point A vcrage), but a letter during the 
summer would have been nice. Instead, I received a phone call in 
the middle of the semester saying that I owed more money. I was 
told that I had been notified of the specifications in July, 1992. 
That was a year and a half ago. 
Academic counselors have been hard at work helping students 
fill out their course schedules for the spring. They keep track of 
academic progression, offer suggestions and seem to genuinely 
care about each student on an individual basis. Their doors arc 
always open. 
When I lost my scholarship I was told that there were "stringent 
qualifications to be met." Then I was told that they "do not take 
personal considerations" into their decisions. I can understand 
why my scholarship was not renewed. Without suict rules, who's 
to decide who gets funding and who doesn't. 
Unfortunately, I feel that access to the Financial Aid Office staff 
is difficult. unlike so many of the academic advisors. There just 
isn't a personal connection between students and financial aid 
counselors, and there should be. And at this time of the year, when 
students' grants are coming in, hundreds of students have to fill out 
forms and have questions, couldn't each individual student meet 
each semester with a staff member of the office-just for ten or 
fifteen minutes? Or, academic advisors should be contacted when 
students' scholarships are endangered. Maybe then students will 
get better advice about their financial situation, what classes lhey 
need to fulfill requirements and how to maintain their specified 
GPA. I know that I could have used it. 
I just wish someone had contacted me sooner. Then, maybe I 
could have done something. Now, it's too late. 
The Carroll News, November 11,1993 
[ilditorial 
University attacks illness 
If you were awake at 5 a.m.last Friday morning, you would have witnessed RAs and students 
distributing memos under the doors, and hanging flyers apprising residents of the sudden 
outbreak of illness that occurred throughout campus. Early on Friday, the same memos were 
posted all over campus, especially above drinking fountains and updates about the food quality 
were posted before lunch. 
The university acted quickly and efficiently to keep students informed of the situation and 
protect them from possible sickness. 
But the university officials didn't just handle the aftermath well, they effectively dealt with 
the sick students. 
oug out t~e nig ton Thursday, Residence Life staff members made sure that students 
received medical attention. Ambulances transported sick students from the dispensary to 
Meridia Hillcrest and University Hospitals. 
Director of Environmental Health, Tim Horgan, said he commends school officials for being 
so cooperative in helping them gather the data to determine the cause. 
Although the exact cause has yet to be determined, the health department said that ill students 
showed classic signs of food poisoning. Because Marriott Services saves a sample of every 
food for at least three days, Horgan said that their job will be much easier in finding a "causative 
agent." 
The measures the university took show that they are prepared to handle what could have been 
a catastrophic situation. 
Loan delays create headaches 
This semester, there has been much confusion and many problems centering around 
financial aid. Loans haven't come through, registrations have been blocked and frustration 
has abounded on all sides of the financial aid process. 
But there are reasons for the difficulty. The Financial Aid Forms (FAFs) were sent to 
students unusually late last spring which led to late processing. In addition, there was a 53 
percent increase in students applying for financial aid since 1992 and this increase has caused 
an unusually heavy burden on the few financial aid counselors employed in the office. 
The Financial Aid Office has made efforts to alleviate these problems. To deal with the 
increased load of paperwork, the counselors see walk-in students Monday thru Friday 10 a.m. 
to 12 p.m. and 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. This past weekend counselors compiled a list of all student whose 
balances were a result of late loan processing and these students will not have a block on their 
registration. However, those who have balances above the amount of the loan or have not 
received their loan checks from their banks will have to pay the balance before they will be 
allowed to register. 
In addition to the above changes, the Financial Aid Office should consider hiring more 
counselors to deal with the increased work load. This would allow them more time to see 
students. Both students and counselors should work towards better communication and 
appreciation of each other's situation. In addition, students should increase communication 
about financial aid with their families so they have a greater understanding of the issues they 
arefacing them. 
With effort, we can make financial aid the benefit it should be instead of the hassle it is. 
The Carroll News, November 11, 1993 FORUM 3 
letters to the editor 
CO prof doubts that Carroll 
community has received the truth 
To the Editor: 
Your recent ~tor) entitled .. A Costly Misprint"· (The CV. 
Oct. 28) did a dissen icc to the Uni,ersity community by 
passing along a clcarl) panial truth. rn the anicle. Lisa 
Heckman repeated!) as-.crtcd that the deletion of passages 
on students' right to free speech. privacy. and as~embly 
from the student handbook was a "mistake.·· Her claim that 
these excisions were unintentional must be regarded a<; 
false, even il' we accept that she and Dean Farrell did not 
intend them (and I have no reason to reject thi-. part of the 
claim). 
Clearly, sonwone had 10 intend that the~e changes be 
made: they were systematic affecting all references in 
the handbook: content spccilic dealing only with se-
lected student rights, and consistent from section to section 
ofl.hc handbook. These arc not the hallmarks of an accident 
- it simply is impos-.iblc for all these excisions to have 
been a mere typo. 
Moreover. that unnamed someone clearly had some 
purpose in mind for these excisions - and that purpose 
could only be the repression of the student newspaper, 
radio station, Student Union, and other avenues of student 
expression. Such an assault on freedom of expression must 
not be dismissed as error; a University community cannot 
thrive when unnamed, faceless persons can seek this level 
of repression. 
I urge The Carroll News - and the Student Affairs 
office - to pursue and expose the perpetrator of this 
assault on your rights. Otherwise, this person undoubtedly 
will try again. When The CN lends legitimacy to the claim 
of"a mistake" by printing such an uncritical article, it lends 
comfort to those who would seek to repress student free-
doms. 
Douglas R. Bruce 
Associate Professor of Communications 
Student is frightened by her 
classmate's view 
To the Editor: 
f Brtl Wilif lff l€jikli tb._ Mt@F*Wflftela"'by 'O<MdOii 
Short that was published in the Nov. 4 1ssue of the Carroll 
News. This letter not only offended me. but it appalled me. 
I am scared that in this day and age someone could still hold 
these nonsensical views. 
In this letter Mr. Shon states that multiculturalism is 
At one point in his artie!~: t-.1 \1 01 t compare:. the 
priming of ckad president.,' 1occs on 11\one) to Chief 
Wahoo. Thio, ~~an idiotic compari~;on first off bcc.tusc it 1s 
an honor to thl'se presidents and they arl.' depicted in a 
favorable manner. rather than Ch1d Wahoo who i:. de-
picted as a grinning r~:dskin. It i' .tl'o idiotic because he is 
comparing the proud families of these presidents to the 
oppressed Culture o1 the Native Americans. ~1r. Short also 
dr.l\\ s the analog) of rnultkultur ,1lism to communism. 
Equ.umg mult1cultural"m w1th communism is the same 
thing as s.tying racism promotl's a true democracy. 
11 1s obvious to me that ,\1!'>. Spate's art1dc \\US \\ell 
written and well w•carchcd. ,\nd I feel that ~tr Short's 
article was insulting to her intelligence as well as her 
integrity: and none of his VJews were cffc('tively backed up 
(do your own homework Gordon, he fore slamming some-
one who has done hers). 
As I stated earlier, it l'nghtens me that these 
narrowminded views still exist. It is bad enough that this 
mentality is put forward by m) class pre,idcnt, but is 1s 
even worse when it is put forward by a fciiO\v Amencan 
If oppressing those who arc di ffcn:nt, mocking those who 
need understanding, or shutting the door to those who are 
less fortunate makes me "American," than th1s 1s not the 
America I believe tn 
If every American, or human for that matter, would 
show sensitivity or understanding to the people they live 
with, the world would be a better place. And 
multiculturalism can give you this understanding. Mr. 
Shon, getting rid oftheChiefWahoo mascot only demeans 
your pride, but keeping it demeans the entire Native 
American Culture. 
Megan Mooney 
Class of 1996 
Kinter believes that Jesus would 
have defended gun ownership 
To the Editor: 
Ne\\ Tc~tament it is "in a completely metaphorical sense," 
hut) ou ~tate you "tend to take everything in the Bible pretty 
literal!)." This i' in,tahllit). I hope you don't own a gun. 
The notion that Jesus \\3' a pocilist is absurd in light o1 
the 1:1ct th<it he lhCd .1 \\C,Ipon (as scourge) to drive the 
rnoncychanger' I rom the temple (John 2: 15 ). He ai<,O told 
his disc1plcs to ann thcmsehco, With a sword C\'en if it 
means selling the shirt on their hacb (Luke 22:36). Th1s 
occurred ju-;t pre' ious tollh death, so when did He'"ad\ise 
them against liT The next day·! Jcsuo; , .. a.., no Bill Clinton! 
You imply that gun ownership equals "preoccupation 
\\ith gun~:· Docs this obsl'rvation appl) to other things 
people own'? Arc people "preoccupied" with hair dryers 
and microwa\C O\ens'? And )OUr ~tatcmcnt that "Gandhi 
and Kmg did not carry guns;"too had. maybe they could've 
shot at thci1 murderers. 
Finally. I must address the a'inine notion that .. religion 
and politics don't mix." Politics is the admini~trJtion of a 
soci~:ty's religious tenets. 
Currently in America people arc doing what they think 
1s nght in their own eyes. This is what is called Humanism. 
It asks you to forget the moral lawo, of the Bible and 
unconditionall) accept all manner of pcrveNon. Are you 
telling me that Jesus would rather I qu1etly accept the 
destruction of our country'? l will turn m) check to a 
personal enemy, but not the enemy of Christ (Psalms 139: 
21-22; Acts 5·29). 
Perhaps you have fallen under the spell of those filthy 
lucre-loving lntnistcrs out there, with the1r tax-exempt 
status, who seck to make Christians tnto house-sitting 
pansies. Some of us have read that our top spiritual priority 
is to "contend for the faith once delivered." If that means 
the use of a gun, then so be 11. I'll give them all of my love 
along with my lead. 
Sutton Kinter 
Class of 1994 
rounding th1s cinl nghts guarantee. More 
apparent is your double m1ndedness regard-
ing Bibltcal interpretation. At the outset you 
state that when weapons arc mentioned in the 
JCU Student Career Development Center 
presents 
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"un-American" and it makes "you 
feel guilty about your own heri-
tage." I don't see how being aware 
of someone' s bad.ground can 
make us "un-Amcrican," when pan 
of what makes us American is the 
fact that we all have different 
backgrounds. And stating that 
multiculturalism intends to make 
you feel guilty about your own 
heritage is also absurd. Multicul-
turalism docs not seek to make you 
feel guilty about your own back-
ground, it seeks to educate you 
about your own and others. Nor 
does it try to "divide us by our 
ancestry," as Mr. Shon points out. 
it tries to unite us through under-
______ _, 
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A look at the dual nature of (V /v)isitation 
Sometimes the most important lessons are learned outside the classroom 
offstage "I'm sorry, sir. Visitation hours are over. 
Joe Parks 
Forum Writer 
What irreverence! How dare he?! Bring out the 
Inquisitor! 
If, upon first glance at my sketch, these sentiments - to 
some degre- compare to your own, then to you I address 
my first arguments. 
I did show this little icon to several pairs of previewing 
eyes; and, indeed, some thought me disrespectful. 
If these doodlings are at all"disrespectful," though, that 
comes more from a lack of artistic skill than from any want 
of honor for religion, or religious literature. 
So please, then, before you make your judgment, dis-
regard my prowess as artist (or lack thereof). I beg you, 
look instead to the concepts involved. 
Do I still seem impious? 0, Heaven! May you at least 
lislO 1J 
6tubp §broab 
wardness of its position. If you 
perceive my meaning, and this 
pleases you; inspire me, then, with 
those words necessary to aid those 
yet enshrouded by ignorance. 
But pictures say more than words 
- some sort of I: 1000 ratio, I've 
heard. What, then, may be a few of 
those many in my "cartoon"? 
First, "laugh." I say laugh at my 
drawing. Chuckle at the play on 
words. Snicker at any asides within 
the frame. Note well the absurdity 
of any juxtapositions you may see. 
Even the poor quality of the sketch 
-with its Liberace-faced Angel -
aids in lightening the presentation of 
the piece's true matter, a grave matter 
indeed. Thus we come to another 
word: "(V /v)isitation." I am chilled 
in contemplating the evident duality 
of the word. 
Obviously, in one sense, the word refers to an onerous 
policy enacted by universities nationwide, including a 
certain ninth-ranked Midwestern university. One might 
assume that such a meaning of the word could not be 
fostered by a Catholic institution, with the second meaning 
of the word embedded in that institution's foundation. 
The Visitation of God's messenger to the Virgin Mary 
is one of the most vividly beautiful Sunday-school stories. 
The angel, Gabriel, pleads God's case before Mary. He 
begs her to accede to the Plan. The defining decision of 
humanity was made one day by a woman, a human. 
That is, the Visitation story is not simply a tale of God's 
union with humanity. 
The 
other word: "freedom." Mary was given the choice to 
change history. Her free-will was never revoked. Her good 
judgement was obviously depended upon, yet never com-
pelled by any external force, or law. 
From this example, one must conclude that "proper" 
moral decisions cannot be forced by legislation, if God 
Herself can only beg that the right be done. This must hold 
true, even when the doer would best serve him- or herself 
by making the right choice. 
Another word that jumps on my train of thought is 
"gift." Humanity, in the Visitation, is given the opportu-
nity for eternal happiness. 
Now, I'm not at all arguing that every transfer that 
occurs in dorm rooms could have such glorious effects. 
Yet let us think of another word: "miracle." There is 
indeed something miraculous occurring each day, all over 
campus -and even outside the campus-lab. 
We call this miracle "education." This is the gift of the 
opportunity for knowledge, from one human to another. 
"Don't tell me you want the policy changed so students 
can do their homework together!?" you interject. 
I say no such thing. I say, "Let us learn!" 
I don't need any book in my hand to receive an educa-
tion. I needed no learned author's treatise to discover one 
morning that those little egg-poacher inserts are about as 
hot as the ember-red stove coil beneath the whole appara-
tus. Admittedly, though, I was happy to be shown the 
merits of burn cream. 
We build lofts in our rooms. No rule forbids such a 
construction, unless the building process disturbs neigh-
boring residents. 
Let us as freely work to build relationships. And if, from 
the lofty heights of our ill-planned edifices, we fall to hard 
tile; then offer us the salve of your splendorous truth. 
Set no prior restraints to our pressing. Let us learn. 
T F AND POT 
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Wed&Fri. 
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.Jnformational ~ret(entation 
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4:00 pm 1 arbine l\oom 
r-------------------, 
Bring in Mom or Dad 
Lbis weekend and receive a 
complimenlary flower 
wilb lbis ad and your JCU ID 
• A "full S<'n If<' Flortst" 
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African Americans 
helped to shape wild 
West, author explains 
Joseph M. Guay 
Assistant News Editor 
Bestselling author Art Burton 
detailed the stories of notonous 
Black and Native American out-
laws and lawmen of the Western 
frontier in a presentation last 
Thursday. 
Reeves was a lawman 
to be feared. 
NEWS 
ILLNESS 
continued from page 1 
bar foods. We also keep records of 
all food temperatures and tastes." 
Yaeger noted that he ordered 
all cooking and food preparation 
services to be resanitized by 
Marriott workers before lunch on 
Friday. 
Director of Health Brother 
Raymond Freiscn S.J. smd that 
many students continue to report 
to the dispensary for treatment 
5 
for symptoms of nausea, stomach 
cramps, and vomiting. 
"Not many students came on 
Saturday," Freisen explamed. "But 
we've had about 20come in since 
Sunday for treatment." 
Yaeger noted that if the 1llness 
is proven to have resulted from 
ncghgence on the part of Marriot 
food services, the Marriot corpo-
rauon w1ll absorb the expenses 
incurred from the mc1dent. 
Meghan Gourley, Editor-in-
Chtef, conmbwed to this article "I had cowboy uncles and 
cousins who participated in ro-
deos," said Burton, a native of 
Oklahoma. "It troubled me that I 
rarely saw African Americans in 
the westerns on television. I al-
ways wondered why there weren't 
any black heroes." 
Two notorious out-
laws introduced were 
Cherokee Bill and 
Dick Glass, both of 
whom were threats to 
the deputy marshals. 
Christie, the most fa-
mous Native Ameri-
can outlaw, was often 
compared to a razor-
back and was rumored 
Teleconference adresses 
prejudice and children 
Burton's recent book, Black, 
Red, and Deadly, chronicles the 
untold and largely untaught his-
tory concerning Black and Native 
American involvement in the Wild 
West. 
"I was concerned by the lack of 
literature about Black cowboys," 
said Burton. 
After much research and nu-
merous interviews, Burton became 
interested in Bass Reeves. a freed 
slave who became one of the most 
outstanding deputy U.S. marshals 
of the old West. 
as saying "I came here 
to die, not to give a Art Burton 
speech," before his 
hanging death. "There is a dearth of material on 
Burton discussed the presence the African American and his role 
of black judges and female mar- in the West." 
shals in the Indian nations and 
concluded his presentation by 
showing slides detailing pictures 
and artwork from the 1880s. 
TheBBC is currently planning 
a documentary on Burton's Black, 
Red, and Deadly, and ABC will 
be releasing a made forTY movie 
based on the book. 
Burton is currently Assistant 
Dean of Multicultural Affairs at 
Loyola University of Chicago. 
He is a recipient of the "Living 
Black H1story" Award and was 
selected as an "Outstanding Young 
Man of America" in 1983 and 
1990. 
John R. Thorne 
Crime Investigator 
The pieces of the People Punic 
were laid and are waiting to be put 
together. Educators from around 
the Cleveland area and the entire 
country were given a piece of 
prejudice education last week. 
"People Puzzle Teleconfer-
ence: A community Discussion 
on Prejudice and its Impact on 
Children" brought together 
teachers and administrators to 
discuss the proper ways to teach 
children about the prejudices of 
the world. 
The teleconference included a 
panel of people ranging from a 
senior at St. Ignatius High School 
m Cleveland to a Professor at 
Harvard University 
D1scussion was moderated by 
Ohio's Attorney General Lee 
Fisher live from WVIZ-TV 25, a 
PBS statiOn m Cleveland Al-
though the panel was in Cleve-
land, the teleconference was seen 
as far away as Califomta. 
The goal of the conference was 
"to encourage people to take per-
sonal and community responsi-
bility for helping children and 
adults put together 'People 
Puales' of our world 
According to Burton, Reeves 
served longer in Indian territory 
than any deputy U.S. marshal on 
record. It was also rumored that 
Burton's presentation was the 
second event in John Carroll's 
continuing Cultural Awareness 
Series. 
"He's such a great storyteller," 
said Shirley S. Seaton, Assistant 
Director of Multicultural Affairs. 
"Our series' purpose is to fill 
the gap of appreciating diversity 
on campus by providing other per-
spectives and new information," 
said Seaton. 
"We're not just serving the 
minority students. We're helping 
the University." 
/ The Carroll News: Read It! ] 
Friday, November 12 
4:00- 8:00p.m. 
5:00- 6:00 p.m. 
SAC 
Conference Room 
6:00- 8:00 p.m. 
8:00p.m. 
Kulas Auditorium 
!0:30p.m. 
SAC Conference Room 
Parents' Registration 
Pick up name tags, schedules, tickets, maps and 
other materials. 
President's Reception 
Hosted by the Rev. Michael J. Lavelle, S.J. and the Jesuit 
community, this reception opens the weekend and 
gives you a chance to meet with faculty, other parents 
and students. 
Dinner On Your Own 
A list of area restaurants will be available in your 
registration material. A restaurant advertising 
section can be found on pages 8 and 9 of Tl1e 
Carroll News. 
"Big River" by Roger Miller 
A musical adaptation of Mark Twain's "Huckleberry 
Finn." (Performances offered Friday and Saturday at 
8:00 p .m.) 
After Theater Party 
Immediately following the performance, all family 
members are invited to join the cast for 
refreshments and entertainment. 
Saturday, November 13 
9:00a.m. - 6:00 p.m. 
Recplex Atrium 
9:00a.m. -10:00 a.m. 
Recplex Atrium 
10:00 - 11 :30 a.m. 
10:45- 11:30 a.m. 
Student Career 
Developmet Center 
2563 S. Belvoir 
(house next to 
tennis courts) 
11:30 a.m. -12:15 p.m. 
12:15- 1:30 p.m. 
Parents' Registration 
Pick up name tags, schedules, tickets, maps and other 
materials. 
Coffee with the Deans, 
Vice Presidents and Department Chairs 
Begin the day's events with complimentary coffee 
ana donuts and get to know our administrators. 
Parent College Oasses 
Your chance to sample informal college lectures 
and get to know some of our professors. Several 
top ics of interest to parents have been design¢ by 
the faculty for your enjoyment. You will have the 
opportunity to attend those of your choice. 
Student Career Development Center Open House 
An opportunity to visit w ith staff who assist students 
in career planning, cooperative education and placement. 
Dedication of Campion Hall 
Newest Student Residence Hall 
Pre-Game Lunch and Pep Rally 
Light lunch and warm-up festivities for game. 
Football 1:30p.m. 
Wasmer Field John Carroll vs. Baldwin-Wallace 
5:30 - 7:00 p.m. 
Recplex 
Swimming and Gym Facilities Open 
Bring suits, towels, and gym shoes. 
International Buffet 7:00p.m. 
Student 
DmingArea 
JCU Choir presents a dinner concert directed by Dr. J. Lanye. 
8:00p.m. 
Kulas Auditorium 
"Big River'' by Roger Miller 
9:00p.m. - Midnight Sock Hop 
Student Dining Area 
Sunday, November 14 
!O:OOa.m. 
Main Gym 
ll:OOa.m. 
Student Dining Area 
Family Mass 
Brunch 
Children six and under free. 
PARENT COLLEGE CLASSES 
10:00- 10:40 a.m. 
"The 1mpossibk' Job Market: How 
to Work tM System ~ 
Elizabeth V. Swenson, Ph.D. 
Dean of Student Career Development 
James J. Conaty 
Director of Cooperative Education 
Judith G. Angst 
Director of Pfacement 
Room AD258 
HPsychlogy Today: Can Animals Think?~ 
Thomas R. Evans, Ph.D. 
Professor of Psychology 
Kulas Auditorium 
~Ttachers/Studmts: 
Do They Grade Differmtly?H 
Andrew M. Welkl, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor of Economics 
RoomAD226 
10:45 - 11:25 a m. 
~Why Arr '11ILrr No Morr 
Hemilfgways?: Contemporary 
American Litera tun Thtrt arul 
Now~ 
Mark G. Wmegardner 
Associate Professor 
of English 
Room AD258 
"They Used to Call it 
Commerce: How Studying 
Business Has Changed~ 
Marian M. Extejt, Ph.D. 
Professor of Management 
RoomAD226 
"Eduet~tion Thm, 
Education Now~ 
J. Joseph Whelan 
Vasiting Assistant Professor 
of Education 
RoomAD248 
6 
SU restricts events 
during Homecoming, 
Christmas formal 
Elizabeth McDonald 
Forum Editor 
At the Student Union meeting 
last Tue.~ay, Nov. 8, controversy 
surrounded a bill which called 
forre.o;tricting organizations from 
planning events for their members 
on the evenings of Homecoming 
and Christmas Formal dances. 
According to the bill. the ob-
jective of the proposal is ''to 
better establish the unity between 
the Student Union. the Student 
Union chanered organizations, 
and the student body that they 
represent." The bi1J, which was 
presented by junior class off 
campus senator Ron Alexander 
and Student Union Vice-Presi-
dent Maureen McGuinness re-
sol ved that "organit.ations char-
tered by the Student Union are 
prohibited to schedule activities 
which conflict with the Student 
Unio n's Ho mecoming a nd 
Christma.; Formal dances as of 
McGuinnc::.!l cl:urncd thatsh..: 
viewed other organit.ations' 
events on the same night as the 
SU dances as a the main reason 
the bids have not ~en selling 
out for the pa'>t three years. 
"Homecoming has not been 
sold out sinccour freshman year: 
~ Audtlorlllm 
new ll · IJ 
ll<w. 19 · lO 
8·00p m 
and Christmas f.om1al has not 
been sold out smcc our freshman 
year either- so that's thrl'e 
years,'' said McGuinness. 
"Chartered organizations arc 
having functions that deeply 
interfere with the sale of bids." 
She added that she saw not 
selling out as a growing trend. 
"Soonerorlater, the Union is 
not going to have a need to have 
Homecoming and Christmas 
Formal," said McGuinness. 
Alexander suggested that he 
does not believe this is much of a 
sacrifice. 'Thisisonlytwodaysout 
oftheentire year; we' renot trying to 
confine any organization,'' he said. 
Kris Lucie, oflota Phi Theta. 
did not object to the Union's 
reasoning. He also agreed that 
organizalionsplanningactivitiesfor 
the same night were alienating 
themselves from the other students. 
"Why should an organization 
separate themselves from the 
school?" Lucie asked. 
The presenters emphasized 
tbauhe Union would not be harsh 
about appro ving the 
organization's activities, if they 
had good reasons for planning 
events the same night. 
The bill was passed after 
much debate. 
po~111g the bill was that they led 
an obligation to preserve the 
unity of the student body. The 
bill itself stated that the dances 
have been organized "to promote 
social interaction within the 
student body which foster soli-
darity as a whole." 
Music and Lyrics by ROGER MILLER 
Book by \VILLIAl\rl HAUPTMAN 
Adopted from the no\'el by Mark T\\ain 
Big Riur is prt,...ntrd lhrou&h •tt«ial arrangrmcnl •uth The RQR, r &. tlammrnldn 
ThrHirrl.lbmry,I6J] llriY.Id"a' , 'ahrJSOI, :-. ... 'ork, ' ' 10019. 
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Activist details human rights 
violations in Northern Ireland 
Nora Mackin 
f d tor o Boord D rector 
''We're ctthcron the threshold 
of pc.tcc or a time ol sc.cing vio-
lence r.pu.tl out ol control.'' said 
Bcrn.u.lcttc De\ lin McA.Iiskc} 
ahout the current situation in 
Northern Ireland. 
Bernadette. Devlin McAhskey 
came to John Carroll last week, 
Thursday, Nov.3, to break down 
myths about the conOict in North-
ern Ireland. 
McAiiskcy explained that the 
media portray only one side of the 
violent Northern Irish story. She 
spoke of the "violence taken out 
of context," which Americans see 
on the news or in newspapers. 
One of the reasons for the vio-
lence in Northern Ireland, said 
SEGAL 
continued from page 1 
real difference through helping 
others, and that such learning is 
readily apparent in college stu-
dents who are here to "find out 
what [they] really believe in, to 
lind out whatkindofcilizens [they] 
want to become." 
Segal further emphasized the 
role of college students by ad-
dressing the partnership value: 
"Partnership in national service 
will begin with the unique posi-
tion of our young 
prc.-.tc..lcnt has singled 
thcmoutforthis vision." 
The National and 
De\ lin McAhskcy, 1s the human 
rights 'iolations \\ hich arc found 
"on almost every aspect of life." 
Young adults in Northern lrcl.md 
toda) have "gro\\ n up to sec vio-
lations of human rights as every-
day occurrences." said Devltn 
McAiiskcy. 
In Northern Ireland, for ex 
ample, there is no right to privacy 
in a person's own house. "The 
military can enter at any time," 
said Devlin McAiiskcy. Addi-
tionally, "there is a list of organi-
zations denied access to the air-
waves in Ireland and England, said 
Devlin McAiiskcy. This ban on 
speech is effectively maintained 
because journalists, not the orga-
nizations are prosecuted when this 
law is broken. 
four major areas including educa-
tion, human needs, the environ-
ment, and public safety. 
Participation in the program 
requires high school graduation 
status or agreement to achieve the 
GED. 
Participants are recruited and 
selected by local programs desig-
nated by state or federal govern-
ment. 
The term of service involves 
1700 hours for full time service 
and 900 hours for part time ser-
vice, in which an individual may 
Individual rights arc also 'io-
latcd 111 the Northern Ireland legal 
<;ystcm, where there is no trial by 
Jury. no right to cross-examine a 
witness. "no distinction between 
torture and ill-treatment and in-
ducements or bribery arc stmply 
common-place," said Devlin 
McAhskey. 
In closing, Devlin McAiiskey 
declared this to be a time when 
"people of goodwill direct their 
energy to bring the British to the 
table." ''We're either on the 
threshold of peace or a time of 
seeing violence spiral into Civil 
War." 
Devlin McAiiskey is a longtime 
political activist and presently the 
leader of the equal rights move-
ment in Northern Ireland. 
volunteers will receive minimum 
wage stipends and health insur-
ance, 85 percent of which are paid 
for with federal dollars. 
All of the programs contained 
in the National and Community 
Service Trust Act of 1993, gener-
ally termed "Americorps," are ad-
ministered by the Corporation for 
National and Community Service, 
a federal entity created by the act. 
The Corporation is made up of 
a 15 member bipartisan volunteer 
Board of Directors appointed by 
the President and confirmed by 
the Senate 
son between the ages of 
16 and 25. 
Board members will 
serve for a term of five 
years. 
range of community 
service efforts in the 
United States, which 
provide service 
opportunitites for those 
of the elementary 
school age to sen ior 
cititcns, but cmpha-
sir- is placed on the 
college student. It is 
an extension and im-
Assistant to the President Eli Segal, left with 
Dr. Mark Falbo 
While Segal projected 
a goal of 20,000 volun-
teers to be recruited by 
September. he offered a 
number of actions that 
students can take now, 
such as working with 
communi ty leaders to 
spread the message of 
national service, becom-
provement of programs contained 
in the National and Community 
Service Act of 1990. and it sup-
ports such programs as the Civil-
tan Communi!) Corps. the Points 
of Ltght Foundation. VISTA. as 
well as the implcmcntauon of the 
Stafford Loan Forgtvcness Pro-
gram. 
The act encourages service in 
Now 
Hiring 
Drivers 
524-4444 
serve two terms and earn two edu-
cational awards. The awards, 
amounting $4725 for full time 
service, and one half the amount 
for part time service, may be used 
to pay for higher education. or to 
repay loans for higher education. 
In addition to the awards, the 
Benefits offered 
$8 to 12 
per hour 
ing the State of Ohio Ser-
viccCommission 's youth 
representative, becoming a ser-
vice entrepreneur through the ini-
tiation of new service programs. 
as well as applying to VISTA or 
other cxtsting programs. 
According to Segal. "National 
Servtcc should not be viewed as 
stmply another government pro-
~·~ I I +p
3/ttJmpoo 
& H11irCut 
$12 
wit If 
JCUID 
.31'1-9585 
2263 Warrensville Road 
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Maurer and Colaizzi beat the odds 
Two JCU juniors lead squad of three to fi rst place triathalon finish 
Nathalie Lacouture 
Profiles editor 
Strength, endurance, and 
stamina are what two John Carroll 
students displayed when they re-
ceived first place in a national 
triathalon. 
Ashley Maurer and Lauren 
Colaini, bothjuniorsatJCU, were 
two of the three women who won 
at the Bud Light Triathalon held 
this past September in Pittsburgh, 
PA. 
There were over 500 partici-
pants between the ages of 15 and 
CN 
Spotlight: 
Junior 
Student 
on 
Campus 
60 in the triathalon. Athletes 
could compete individually or 
as members of an all-mens, all-
womens, or mixed team. 
Maurer and Colaizzi, along 
with a 15-year-old from Pitts· 
burgh, Julie Morrison, were 
teammates and competed as an 
all women's team. The event 
consisted of an 800 meter swim, 
a 14 mile bike ride, and a five 
mile run. 
Maurer, who swam for the 
team, had no real way to train for 
the open water swim in an area 
Name: Kelly Miller Interests: tennis, going out 
Year: junior with friends, babysitting, shop-
Major: Education ping 
Hwmam~ u~~~-..--. ........ ~ .. 
Ohio Break last year was great . .I got 
Family: Parents, brother. 18, torideontheManateeQueenup 
and sister, 6 and down the intercoastal way 
W ha t made you come to JCU: in West Palm Beach with my 
"I wanted to go to a small school, friend Stella." 
and I knew I would get the pri- Summer j ob : "I sold residen-
vate attention from teachers that tial swimming pools in a store 
I needed." clled Mallory Pools." 
People would be surprised to Campus activities: Pi Sigma 
know that: "I'm nota very good Phi Sorority, Student Education 
driver." Association 
Three words tha tdescribe m e: Som eone I admir e: my 
outspoken, organized, and brother. Rob 
funny. Wbereyou' Ube in20years: "I 
Favorite Movie: The Fugitive. can see myself as a principal of 
Favorite Book: Tile Giving an inner-city elementary 
Tree, by Shel Silverstein school." 
Favorite m usical artist: Peter Who you would like to be for 
Gabriel a day: "I'd like to be Michael 
Favorite food: tacos Jordan because of all the excite-
Most interesting job you've ment and spirit he creates." 
ever had: "I worked at Ken- Philosophy: "In order to suc-
tucky Fried Chicken for a IC\\ cccd in life. you must give 100 
months and I had to wear a vi- percent without compromising 
sor." your values." 
Ignatian 
Retreat· 
Individually Directed 
January 9-17 
A good time to reflect 
Inquire at Campus Ministry 
lake. Even though she swam all 
summerwithherclubteam. Maurer 
said, "It is a lot d1fferent to swim in 
a lake because it is so cold and dirty. 
You can't really train for it unless 
you swim in the ocean." 
Maurer. who caught up with elite 
swimmers that began two minutes 
ahead of her, came out of the water 
and tagged Morrison's arm. 
Morrison, a teammate of Maurer's 
on her hometown swim t~am, did 
the biking portion of the event. 
After Morrison completed her 
section, she had an exchange with 
Colaizzi who did the running for the 
team. Colailzi, who was once a 
member of the JCU cross country 
team, trained for the event this past 
summer. She ran 25 miles a week 
and swam at the pool where she 
worked. 
The team had never done any 
athletic training together, but they 
found it easy to pull together, espe-
cially when they realized that they 
had a chance to win. 
During the event they had no idea 
what place they were in, but Maurer 
said, "We knew we were at least in 
contention for placing because we 
were always one of the first three 
ladies finishing in each of our 
events." 
Colaizzi added, "When we real-
ized we could win, we got a com-
petitive edge." 
The girls were awarded com-
memorative plaques for their ac-
ompl.islun~nl. and lhe.¥ each bad 
their families there to cheer them o n. 
Maurer and Colaizzi had both 
Ashley Maurer and Lauren Colaizzi 
competed in this event previously 
with victorious results. Maurer 
was a member of a mixed team that 
won third place last year, and 
Colaizzi was also a member of a 
mixed team that one third place 
two years ago. 
Both Maurer and Colaizzi, who 
are roommates, are members of the 
JCU swim team. They have known 
each other since they were chil-
dren, and they plan to continue 
their partnership next year when 
they ompeu: a a.in the 
triathalon. They are hoping to 
defend their title as champions. 
Interested in 
writing profiles 
or being an 
assistant editor? 
Stop in The 
Carroll News 
office and talk 
to the Prot\\es 
Editor. 
lllllfl OJJICIII ' Tlllllll CliP I 
GET MONEY FROM YOUR UNCU: INSTEAD. 
Your Uncle Sam Every year Army fees. They even pay a flat zate foi text· 
ROTC awazds scholazships to hundreds books and supplies You can also recetve 
of talented students. If you qualify. i an allowance of up to $1000 each 
these ment·based scholazshtps can school yeaz the scholazshtp IS m 
help you pay tuttlon and educational effect Fmd out today lf you qualify 
ARMY ROTC 
For details, visit 2nd Floor of the RecPlex or call 
397-4421 
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PaRenTs Weekeno Pzzza PaRT)' 1993 
WITb 
14404 ceoaR Roao 691-1982 
1 Family Snack 1 Family Special 1 Parents Treat 1 I One 10" Pizza I One Large Works Pizza I Four Large I 
I Two Toppings I One Large, Two Topping Pizza I One Topping Pizzas I 
Order of Bread Sticks Four Cokes Six Pack of Coke I 
I Two Cokes I I 
I $ 7 .22 1 $ }5 .22 1 $ 22.22 I 
II ·······-·- -6i~JOI1 1 ··w·-~~-· A,fAJOH IN .. volld·!'h ... , .... AoR 11 
-peeL Volid""" I -peeL Valid""" I """J'CCL Volid""" 1 N..._._l-4, 1993 N......-1-4.1993 N......-1-4,1993 ,. 1 
.. ______________________________ ... 
$1.15 
DB4FT 
BIIBI 
FABULOUI 
FAJITA/ 
AW£10141 Open: 11am -1 2am HUGJ 
RIB I BURGERI 
4LL-U-C4N-14T 14L4D B4B 
24325 Chagrin Boulevard - In front of Pavillion Shopping Center 
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"THE BEST PRIME 
RIB IN TOWN" 
in only minutes away at Mountain Jack's 
a .A Lunch Moo thru Fri 11:30 - 2:00 
.. Dinner Moo thru Thurs 5:00-10:00 
Friday 5:00- 11:00 
UNTAIN Saturday 4:30- 11:00 Sunday 2:00 - 9:00 
CK'S® 831-8597 
JIRIIIEJmluHMxS'IEAD 3591 Park Eas~ 
Beachwood, Ohto 
e 
Ul 
s..-.,q".J~ 
tMilMG~M 
.ea.P~ een/elz. 
.2101 R~ RJ. 
.fl6#-6333 
JloMtM: 
M~~<J~ 
11:30 - 10:00 
dj.~~g~ 
ff:30 • ff:OO 
~JGif 
11:30- 9:00 
1982 Warrensville Center Road 
Ask for vour free garlic butter with vour order 
----~--~,---~-----
NOGGIN'S RESTAURANT 
RAWMRaPU& 
]CU Famzlzes 
Welcome 
Monoay Nrq1n 
fOOT haLL 
15¢ Wznqs 
752-9280 
20110 VanAken BLvd. 
ShakeR He1(jhrs 
Get a Large Two Toppmg I Two topping Medium 
Pizza and Four cans of I Pizza for only 
Coke/Diet Coke for 
I 
I 
Give A Gift 
Of Good Taste! 
• chaRLeq's cRab 
.. Best Seafood Restaurant 
in Greater Cleveland'' 
Gift Certificates and Charley's 
"Simply Great Cookbook" 
make ideal gifts 
Chuck Muer - Alma Mater 
. Lunch & Dinner 
831-8222 
at Chagrin Blvd. 
and Richmond Rd. 
in Beachwood 
Ask abotll our Frequent Dining Friends program 
9 
10 
THURSDAY, 11 
Veterans Day 
Mediaeval Feaste, 5-7 
p.m. in the SAC 
Conference Room. 
Meeting, lntervarsity 
Christian Fellowship, 9:30 
p.m. in Saint Francis Chapel. 
FRIDAY, 12 
Parents Weekend! 
Muscial, Big River~ The 
Adventures of Huckleberry 
Ftnn, 8 p.m. in Kulas 
Auditorium, also, Nov. 13, 
19,and 20. 
Qless, 7 p.m. in Gauzman 
Lounge. 
SATUliDAY, 13 
Football vs. Baldwin-
Wallace, 1 :~p.m. at home. 
Choir Concert, 7 p.m. in the 
cafeleria. 
SUNDA:1', 14 
Movie, Tatle Daniells, 3 
p.m. In the Mackin Room, 
sponsored by the French 
club. 
f 
MONDAY,15 
Mee Black United 
p.m. in the Jardine Room. 
Meeting, Fellowship of 
Christian Athletes, 7 p.m. 
in gym room 10. 
lnstitutt or Humanities, 7-
10 p.m. in the SAC 
Conference Room. 
TUESDAY, 16 
Meeting, Student Union, 
5:15p.m. in the Jardine 
Room. 
Meeting, Operation FOCUS, 
9 p.m. in the Jardine Room. 
WEDNESDAY, 17 
Pie Throwing, in the Atrium, 
sponsored by Operation 
FOCUS. 
Meeting, Faculty Forum, 4 
p.m. in SC 168. 
Meeting, Student Advocates 
for the Environment (SAFE), 
4:30p.m. in O'Dea Room #2. 
Meeting, Sailing Club, 9 p.m. 
in O'Dea Seminar Room #4. 
Please submit events for 
the Campus Calendar to 
the Features editor by 
Monday at noon in the 
CalToll News office. 
.... 
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Single mothers: A delicate balance 
Mary Ellen Brenkus 
Stoff Reporter 
They hold jobs ranging from 
housekeepers to college professors 
and everything in between. Their 
days are constantly full of chores 
and responsibilities, they come 
home from full time or part-time 
jobs, some attend school, some do 
both-all in order to make their 
future brighter. They are the 90s 
single moms, and they outnumber 
single dads by more than three to 
one. 
Margie Caputo, a 20-year-old 
Economics major at John Carroll 
University and mother of 2 1/2-
year-old Christina, admits she has 
an easier situation compared to 
others since she lives at home and 
has family support. "Babysitting 
is shared with my mom and dad." 
One night a weekend she'll watch 
her younger siblings and her 
daughter and on the other night, 
her parents return the favor. 
Caputo who attends JCU on 
partial scholarship said she finds 
people's initial reaction to her 
being a mom amusing. "When I 
tell people I'm a mother, they say 
'You? No way!'" She worries 
more about Christina getting sick 
right now because of her already 
tight schedule, but really loves 
being a mom. "Time management 
is the key." 
"Professors are pretty 
understanding, too," Caputo said, 
"My sophomore year during finals 
w~C~goui.ckandl was 
able 10 postpone a test. It really 
made me feel better being at home 
when Christina needed me." 
Gale Vazquez, a 37-ycar-old 
mother of three who is undecided 
in her major, has been divorced 
for three years now and doesn't 
look to John Carroll for help. "I 
don't expect anything from John 
Carroll in terms of support systems 
because I separate the two lives-
one as a student and the other as a 
mom." 
The time she spends in the 
classroom is also a source of her 
personal time away from the kids. 
"I try to make a schedule so I can 
be home when the kids are home." 
When Vazquez is not at school 
or taking care of the kids, she is a 
part-time math tutor at Cuyahoga 
Community College taking an 
average of 6-12 hours of her time 
per week. "Sometimes you have 
to make sacrifices, but you do 
what you have to do," said 
Vazquez. 
Danielle Meketa knows about 
sacrifices too. Sbe is a 25-year-
old divorced single mother of 3-
year-old Samantha Lynn. "It's 
hard to be constantly responsible 
for your child. The other half of 
the team is gone. The dishes can· t 
be done while the child is being 
bathed. The simple trip to the 
store while the child is sleeping 
can no longer be made. Being sick 
in bed and having the child being 
cared for is out of the question." 
Meketa attends Cuyahoga 
Community College pursuing a 
business degree while working full 
time at a local bank. 
A common thread linking all 
these moms is the time constraints. 
In order to conduct the interviews 
for this article, the time had to be 
rescheduled because Meketa' s 
daughter was ill. "Sammie was 
sick and I was up with her most of 
tbe nigblbeforeand nothing could 
really be a better observation of a 
single mom's life, a single parent's 
life really-the fact that you are 
the only one here for the child 
now. If it means staying up half 
the night then you do it." 
Still, this mom does see the 
bright side of the situation. "All 
my quality time is now given to 
Sam and not wasted on a bad 
marriage, and I'm very happy 
JCU professor takes being 
a single mom in stride 
Mary Ellen Brenkus 
Stoff Reporter 
Life as a single mother is not exclusive to JCU students. Dr. 
Brenda Wirkus is a philosophy professor at JCU and a single mom 
of 12-year-oldMary Grace. "While teaching four classes a semester 
here at JCU I wrote the dissertation between the hours of four and 
seven in the morning, which was the only time I bad some quiet with 
a small child in the house." 
The biggest concerns of this single mom, "for a lime it was 
money. Now I have finished my degree and I am secure enough 
here that its not." 
She expressed her opinion as to how society can many times see 
single divorced mothers, "I think a lot of people do think that single 
parents would rather be single than married, they're selfish, or they 
don't want to do whateverit was that would keep a marriage going." 
She added, "I don't know that single parenthood is the first 
choice for anybody who knows what parenthood is like." 
"I don't have to consult anyone when making decisions about 
her education, even health care, that's all my decision," Wirkus 
said. ''1be flip side of that is that can be a burden, and you feel 
immensely responsible for whatever happens because you made all 
the choices." 
"I don't think anyone not in the situation understands how 
oppressive being the only support is, bow frazzled you areespeciaJly 
when the children are in school by the end of the week." 
Commenting on single dads compared to single moms, she said, 
"singJe dads get a lot more positive press, and are looked on with a 
lot more favor than single moms because I think culturally we still 
think it must have been 'her' fault." Wirkus recognizes how single 
dads are looked on more as heros in our society and single moms are 
doing what is e~pected of them. 
To help deaJ With stress and day to day problems, "it helps to have 
women friends." She added, "women as a wholearemorecompassionate 
about these situations, and it helps to have them to talk to." 
about that," said Meketa. "le@ 
devote more time to her and enjoy 
her at this important time in her 
life." 
"Stressed out," is bow Carroll 
Ivancic described her emotions 
as she tries to work full time and 
take two classes a quarter at 
Cuyahoga Community College. 
"It's hard to get everything done 
that needs to get done and still 
find time for my child." 
When asked what she liked 
most about being a single mom, 
Ivancic replied, "I have more 
influence on my child and can 
really make a difference in her 
life," she said about her 3-year-
old daughter Dena. "She has a 
good relationship with her father 
and I favor that, but I am a bigger. 
part of her life." 
question of the week: ''What do you think was the 
cause of the campus epidemic?" 
All of the moms agree that 
although being the biggest 
influence in their child's life was 
a plus, it could also put immense 
pressure on them. 
Bridget Smith 
Freshman 
'The food." 
Ashley Sutton 
Freshman 
"Bad beer." 
John Carroll 
Senior 
"J.J. Baker." 
TumerNashe 
Sophomore 
"Shirley's special serum." 
John Cox 
Sophomore 
"Shirley." 
Matt Kolinski 
Freshman 
"Fake bacon bits in the 
salad bar." 
As far as support systems for 
single moms at Carroll, "there 
are really none because John 
Carroll still attracts the traditional 
age student, single with no 
children," said Carol Iorillo, 
counselor at JCU's counseling 
services. 
Cuyhahoga Community 
College's Eastern Campus 
recently expanded its childcare 
services from day students only 
to evening students as well. 
Commenting on Tri-C's facilities, 
Sharron Brown, an employee of 
the center said, "It's more of a 
convenience for our students. 
There are other childcare centers 
near our campuses, but this makes 
it a lot easier." 
Although single moms may 
be in the minority at JCU, the 
responsibility they have for 
another person is the majority of 
these single moms' Jives with or 
without help from schools. 
Meketa summed up the single 
mother's situation best: "I can't 
slack off, because ifl do, there is 
no one there to help me out." 
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The Anatomy of the Gtibank 
Oassic card: a body of services and peace of mind 
for StudentS. For years. scientists could only theorize about the Citibank Classic V ISa® carcl. 
unable to actually observe anything below its epidermal surface (i.e. the plastic). Surely, the highly 
intelligent services were evidence of an advanced brain. But with the latest advances in x-ray technology, 
and when the light could catch the various parts just so, it was confinned: the Citibank Classic Visa card 
F: is head to toe more evolved than ever imagined. ~ At its ig. B 
backbone are 3 services to cover the purchases you make 
\ () 
on the carci. Starting at the Lower Costal Spine, we 
see Citibank Price Protection can assure you of the 
best price. All you have to do is discover the same item 
Scientists theorize that the mind of the Citibank Classic Visa advertised in print for less, within 60 days, and Citibank 
cardmember (Fig A) is secure because it receives superior 
service: the mind o{the non-Citibank Classic Visa cardmember 
{Fig. B) is not secure because-could ir be-it has a screw loose? will refund the difference up to $150 1• Along the Oops-It-
Slipped Disc, Buyers Securitysm can cover those purchases against accidental damage, fire or theft, for 90 
days from the date of purchase1; and Citibank Lifetime Warranty•m allows one to extend the warranty 
for the expected service life of eligible products up to 12 years2• So if you ever buy a walkman, a stereo, 
whatever, it will be reassuring to know that Citibank can bend and be fleXIble while still lending support. 
~ The backbone is then connected to the cranium or headbone. You can actually see it on the top left 
hand corner of the card. Look at the bottom of the page. The Citibank Photocard has the head of the 
cardholder on it, as well as his or her own signature, right on the fi'Onf:Tfi way, ifwm helP prevent thrud. 
It will make a good form of ID as well, since you get to choose your own photo.~ But what about the 
Nervous System? The fact is, it doesn't have one, not in the spinal cord nor in the brain. What it has is the 
Very Calm System. Because even if your credit card gets stolen, or gets lost, an involuntary muscle called 
the Extendus Anewcardeus activates the Lost WalletS!" Service which can replace your card usually 
within 24 hours. ~ As suspected, there's another involuntary muscle: the heart -a beating and caring 
heart, big enough to give students special discounts and savings. You'll receive a $20 Airfare Discount 
on domestic flights3; savings on mail order purchases, sports equipment, magazines and music; a low 
variable interest rate of 15.4%4 ; and, no annual fee. (In other words, the card itself doesn't cost a forelimb 
and a hindlimb.) ~ Naturally the heart of the Citibank Visa card pumps life and personalized customer 
service into all its parts, 24 hours a day. So no matter what the question you might have concerning 
your card, you need only call the 800 number. Citibank representatives each have a neck they are eager 
to stick out for you. They will always lend an ear. Or a hand. They will keep an eye out for you. They will 
put their best foot forward. Etc. ~ So call to apply. You don' t need a job or a cosigner. And call if you'd 
like your photo added to your regular Citibank Classic V tsa. 
card. The number is 1-800-CITIBANK (1-800-248-4226), 
extension 19. ~ If we take an overview of the whole body of 
services that make up the Citibank Classic Visa card, and 
consider that it will facilitate building a credit history, then 
you must shake a leg, flex your index finger and call today. 
cmBAN<o 
CLASSIC 
~'WAibA 
Not just Visa. Citibank Visa. 
C cnam cond1110ns and e~clusmm appl\. Plca.v' refer to ''1ur Summar~ of Adduional Program lnformauon. Buyer.. Sccunt' ~ under"'nn en b) The Zut"K"h lnternauonallJK 
L1m1ted Ccrwm rc\tncuons and hmu~uon' appl\ Undcrwnuen bv the =--<:">\ Hampshtrc Insurance Compan~. Servtcc hie expectanc~ 'ane~ by product and ~ at least the 
mm1mum ba.~d on n:u1Imdustr' data ~tallS~ll nwcmgc arc av-.nlatlle m \QUr Summar~ of Addiuonal P~ram lntormatton 'O ffer e~ptre, 6/3019~ Mmtmum ucke~ purchase 
Prtcc "$tOO Rc~te,are tor <.u1hank student canlmcmhel"" on uckcts l"-'ued l')l ISE Fh!Uus ont: 'The Annual Percentage Rate (APR) lOr purchases ts 15,4~ as oft0f9, and may 
\-:If\ Quartt-n, The APR for cash ad,ances ts 19!<% If a financ-e chall!C IS tmpo>ed. the mtrumum IS 50 cents. There IS an addlllorul finance cha~ lor ea'h cash advance 
tr •.tnsathon equ:llto ~%of the amount or cadi cash advance tmno,acuon h<JI'CH'r. 11 v.1ll not be k~ than $:!.00 or greater than $1000. Monarch~ r-.;otc~ an: puhls<hed by ~1onarch 
Press. a do'lst.m of S1010n & Schuster a Paramount Commurt c-auon~ Companv Used ~ pemu~' on of ;Jublisher 1993 Clllbank (South D •• kotal. N A Member FDIC 
11 
Monarch Notes* Version 
With your purchases covered 
no fee, and a low rate, th< 
Citibank Classic Visa card wil 
AO easy On }Q1r Nervous~ 
Call 1- 800 -C ITIBAN ~ 
(1-800-248-4226), extension 19 
---
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Todd Conrad 
Jude Killy 
Assistant Sports Editors 
A 
Look ahead But not too far 
ahead. Or at least that's how sec-
ond year men's head basketball 
coach Mike Moran feels. He 
seems to take one step at a time. 
"Wedon'tlookanyfurtherthan 
our nose," Moran said of his teams 
upcoming season and schedule. 
They are, howevcr,looking ahead 
of the past. 
The John Carroll University 
men's basketball team is looking 
to improveovcrlastycar's perfor-
mance. 
"We 'retrying to finish higher 
than we did last season in the 
OAC," Moran said of his squad 
which finished with an overall 
record of 12-14, placing them fifth 
in the conference. 
This year seems like it will be 
different. 
The game will be quicker 
paced, leading to a more enter-
taining style of basketball, Moran 
noted. "(There's) a big diffeence 
in our style of play." 
"We're going to play all 12 
players," he said, tn reference to 
the teams depth this ~cason. 
This depth extends from the 
teams younger players. "We have 
may ouwapdiaa &.mea," said 
Moran, also the head golf coach at 
JCU. 
Despite the depth of this years 
squad, Moran also noted several 
key veteran returnees. 
Senior guard John Bufford, a 
w 
MikeWorbel 
Stoff reporter 
R 
The Fab Five is now the Lone 
Star and youth abounds, but it is 
still hard not to beoptmistic when 
wrestling season is coming at John 
Carroll. 
Despite losing two-time All-
Americans Mike Gillmor, Dale 
Kaprosy, Walt Karren bauer and 
'lational qualifier Ken Cardarnan, 
the Streaks should still be strong 
contenders to remain the dominant 
foo:e in Ohio Athletic Conference 
wrestling since thcirentrancein 1989. 
The road will no doubt be a lot 
tougher this year though and a lot 
of the early load will fall on senior 
Chris Connelly. 
Connelly, a pre-season All-
American, is the lone returner 
from last year's Fab Five that 
carried the Streaks to their fourth 
straight OAC championship and 
a 12th place national finish. 
Now in their second week of 
full time prtictice, the mat men 
are preparing for their annual 
seasonopeningtestatOhioState's 
Ohio Open next weekend. 
The competition in Columbus 
is probably the toughest John 
Carroll sees all year. Most com-
petitors at the Open come from 
s K 
two time first team AII-OAC se-
lection, who finished second in 
the league in scoring with a 21.8 
points per game average. He also 
led the team with 121 assists and 
holds JCU's all-time assist mark 
at 353, entering the season. 
Alsoreturningisjuniorforward 
Shannon Vickers, the teams 
leadtng rcbounder, pulling down 
7 5 rebounds a game during the 
'92 '93 season. 
Center Keith Hocevar and for-
ward Kevin Nietzel, both seniors, 
are also possible veteran starters 
for the Blue Streaks. 
Bronson Cudgel, a sophomore 
transfer from Kent State Univer-
E T 
COill1e$Y Sporu lnfonnauon 
sity will be a "big asset" to the 1_ 
team during it's '93-'94campaign, 
according to Moran. Cudgel is a 
point guard. 
2 time AII-OAC guard, senior 
John Bufford. 
Moran is hoping that the com-
bination of proven veterans and 
the depth of the bench behind them 
will lead to a successful season. 
The Blue Streaks will begin 
'93-'94 regular season play next I 
weekend (Nov. I 9 & 20) when 
they travel to take part in The 
Washington & Lee Tip-Off 
Tournament. 
The squad will debut at 
home on Wednesday Dec. 8 
when cross-town rival 
Baldwia-Wa&lace iavades tko 
Carroll Gymnasium. 
Moran listed B.W., Kentucky 
Wcslyan, Ohio Northern and 
Otterbein as some of the tougher 
teams the Streaks will face this 
year. 
Counesy Sporu lnfonnauoa 
All-American forward Cindy 
Shumaker. 
E s T 
the Division I ranks of Penn State, 
Michigan, OhioStatcand the likes. 
Switching roles this year to 
coaching is Karrenbauer, who 
noted, "It (the Ohio Open) is areal 
good experience for us. It lets us 
look at a lot of top-notch compe-
tition and helps us see where we're 
at and what we have to work on." 
It doesn't get much easier this 
month for the young Streaks as 
they travel to Cleveland State, 
another strong Division! program 
on Nov. 30. 
Assistant coach Carl 
DiBernardo, also a former JCU 
All-American form 1989,said, "D-
1 competition is so much tougher 
it really helps us in the long run 
against the D-ID schools we're 
wrestling who have been going 
against D-ID competition all year." 
Both assistants, who have led 
the Streaks while head coach Kerry 
Volkmann fulfills his duties on 
the gridiron, came to consensus 
on early goals for the young team. 
They agreed they wnated to 
gain as much experience as pos-
sible before winter break and come 
out injury free going into OAC 
and Division m national competi-
tion m the second half of the year. 
DiBernardo mentioned, "We al-
Counesy Spons Information 
All-American Chris Connelly 
ways try to build and peak at the 
end of the year in the OAC's and 
nationals." 
This is usually the trend. In the 
last twenty years has finished in 
the nations top ten 14 times, and 
only once outside of the top 20. 
Looking at the potential line-
up for this season, the Streaks 
stronghold may shift from the 
midd le weights to lower 
classes. Cardaman, Gillmor, 
Connelly and Kaprosy held 
down the 142-167 pound 
classes last year. 
This year the Streaks will look 
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inter 
B A L L 
Jude Kii!Y player' s to step into what she re-
Assistant Sports Editor ferred to as that "new pressure 
Youth and patience. That's role. 
whatit's goingtotakefortheJohn '' We have a very talented 
Carroll Uni vers ity women 's freshman class," Allcnsaidofthe 
basketball team to have another the 10 new frosh. "''m willing to 
standout season. s itback and live with their 
The Blue Streaks, ranked tenth mistakes ... Ourthing is to take one 
nationally in the Hose Communi- game at a time ... get used to the 
cacions NCAA Pre-view Maga- new faces ... and work them in 
zine pre-season poll, boast three gradually," she added. 
oftheOhioAthleticConference's With the help of solid 
elite players. recruiting- the addition of more 
Guard Michelle Bielozer, the talented athletes -the program has 
aJI-time assist leader at JCU and done a 180 degree turn since 
an OAC Honorable mention Allen's arrival. 
selection last season, returns for After losing 17 games in her 
her final season of ballhandling first year as JCU's head-honcho, 
duties. The two other catalysts her squad has lost only 15 games 
were '92-'93 All-American sc- in the last two seasons. compiling 
lections- guard Darlene Sheehan a (JCU) career record of 48 wins 
and forward Cindy Shumaker. and 32 losses. Last season the 
Sheehan, a three-point specialist Streaks reached the 20 win plateau, 
entering her junior year, also while losing only six games. 
received Ali-OAC honorable "Two years ago nobody knew 
mention honors last season. who we were," Allen, entering her 
Shumaker was also a first team fourth season at the helm of the 
All-leauguer during the '92-'93 women'sprogram,said. "Wewent 
campaign. from a program not expected to 
Buttheyouthmovement, which win into (one) expecting to win." 
has boosted the program to where She said of her teams goals for 
it is today will be a key factor this the '93-94session, beginning Nov. 
seasonindefeatingothertop-notch 19th, with the JCU Tip-off 
squads, such as league rival and Tournament in the Carroll Gym; 
NCAADivisionlllrunner-uplast "We wanna win the 
YQl..S¥i&JI..Ui ·wzranlllk'MI•I!II••nfq"f' Hwe'vgp' .. of 
third nationally by Host Commu- games between (the season ) 
nications, in the pre-season. tipoff...and Capital." 
After losing five players to Allen said of her squad, which 
graduation, the nucleus for much onlylostonehomegamealloflast 
of the team's depth, head coach season, to Muskingum, "It'searly 
Roxanne Allen is looking for new but it looks pretty promising." 
L I 
to JJ. Huszczo ( 14-13 in '92) at 118, 
MattCollucci(ll-5)at126,andScott 
Eisenmann(l3-10)atl34,togctthem 
off to strong starts. 
The middle classes will be no 
slouch though, as Connelly leads 
the way at 150 with his third place 
naitonal finish last year. 
Interesting battles are devel-
oping at 142 and 150 pounds. 
Seniors Dan Nedolast and Kevin 
Reed will wrestle off at 142. Reed 
has been plagued by ingury in the 
past. 
An especially interesting 
choice for Volkmann and Co. will 
be between Jason Kessen and Chad 
Connelly at 150. 
Connelly was 14-6 last year 
and highlighted the season a thrid 
place finish at Miami's (OH) 
Redskin Open. 
Kessen, 11-9 a year ago, is a 
developing sophomore and has 
been one of the Streak's leaders in 
practice so far. Karren bauer noted 
that, "both arc quality individuals. 
It should be a mean wrestle off." 
Rounding out the line-up 
should be Jamie Hogue at 167. 
Hogue was 14-14 last year at 177 
pounds and should fare even bet-
ter in the lower c lass. 
His move leaves an open race 
N G 
at177 JeffPowell (7-12) and Andy 
Worst (2-0) and freshman Jimmy 
Lake. Sean Pcllcritc, a pleasant 
surprise for Volkmann last year at 
13-12 will return at 190. 
Theheavyweightclass will also 
be wide open. With favored Aaron 
Sheets down with knee surgery, 
the Streaks will have to compro-
mise size and strength for the 
speed and moves of either Matt 
Clapper (6-18), John McGuire (2-
9) or freshman Rich Eslricb. 
Clapper spent most of last 
year between 190 and heavy-
weight but is reported at over 
210 this year. 
McGuire meanwhile will have 
some catching up to do as he closes 
out the year as noseguard for the 
Blue Streak gridders. 
It is a young team, but not all 
inexperienced. Along with (Chris) 
Connelly, Eisenmann, Hogue and 
Pellerite took seconds in the con-
ference last year. 
Across the board several 
people got quality mat time. 
Combine this with the tough 
early season competition, the 
rugged program of Volkmann 
and the tradition of excellence 
here it is likely to be another 
successful year on the mats. 
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Sports Preview 
I N D 0 0 R T R A C K 
Colleen Creamer 
Jude Kilty 
Sports Editor's 
John Carroll's women's in-
door track team will combine 
veteran leadership with young tal-
ent in an attempt to capture 
championships. 
However, the men's team finds 
themselves in a rebuilding period 
as they lost many seniors to 
graduation. 
The women's team is led by 
veterans like Ami Reed and 
Danielle Sluga. 
Reed, a senior, has been 
Carroll's strength at the sprinting 
slot for three years. Her leader-
s w 
Jamie Auricchio 
staff Reporter 
The John Carroll swim team, 
both men's and women's hold the 
Ohio Athletic Conference crown. 
That's nothing new. The 
women have held it for eight years, 
the men for four. By now, the 
dynasty should have lost it's 
steam. CoachMattLenhartshould 
ship will be an asset for the sea-
son. However, Reed will have 
some competition from her team-
mates this year with the arrival of 
two strong freshmen in Sharika 
Pitts and Benji Smith. 
Sluga, a junior, was the Ohio 
Athletic Conference's most valu-
able runner in last years outdoor 
track season, and she hopes to be 
a strong competitor in the indoor 
season this year. 
Sluga, too, will have much 
support as Lisa Adams and Gina 
Girardot will make their collegiate 
debut. 
The strong nucleus combined 
with the young and talented 
I 
have lost interest long ago, re-
cruiting sheets should be the last 
thing cluttering his desk full of 
trophies. 
Resting on laurels is the last 
thing the team seems to have in 
mind. In fact, both tams return to 
action this weekend at Gross City 
College stronger, faster and 
deeper. 
Counesy <;potu Jnfcn~~ltoOft 
Danielle Sluga 
M M 
The men's team starts off their 
season without two school record 
holders, Ross McCallister and 
John Callahan. That's the bad 
news. 
The good? National Champion 
Joe Turri, All-American's Jim 
Petkunas, Eric Rapp and Rich 
Farkas will all be back this season. 
In fact, the good far outweighs 
Expert Teachers 
Personal 
Tracking and 
Tutoring 
Permanent 
Centers 
Maximize your 
score 
Classes forming now. 
Call for more information: 
-
freshmen will hopefully bring 
favorable results for the 
women this year. 
The men on the other hand will 
have to rely on what they have to 
propel them to the next level. 
Last year's team was led by a 
group of seniors, but this year head 
coach Don Stupica sees hard work 
from the get go as a key to the 
season. 
"The work you do from the 
start of the season to the next level 
is developmental," he said. But 
Stupica remains optimisuc about 
the upcoming season. 
"We will be competitive in our 
conference." This Stu pica points 
I 
the bad. McCallister and Callahan 
were the only two graduating se-
niors last year. Combine that with 
the fact that there are nine new 
faces on the team (almost every 
one a strong All-OAC candidate) 
it becomes apparent just how good 
this team could be. 
''This is by far the best team 
I've seen since I started here," 
coach Lenhart says of the men's 
team. "We'vegotthreeswimmers 
and a diver that have a real shot at 
nationals. Our ftn.t goa\ I!> to w in 
the confemtee goal." 
The coach· s list of contenders 
for nationals include, Turi, 
Petkunas, freshman Matt Olver 
and freshmen diver Frank 
D'Angelo. 
"Jimmy's been within two-
tenth's of a second for the last two 
years, hopefully this year he'll 
break through." 
"There is no glaring weakness 
on this team. Last year distance 
freestyle hurt us outside the con-
ference, this yearit'sourstrongest 
point." Lenhart said. 
Meanwhile, the women's team 
has met the loss of four seniors 
(three school record holders) with 
five new freshmen. 
Two key returners will be junior 
MONDAY THRU THURSDAY 
4:00 TO 7:30PM 
~ 
out is important to the team. 
"Our goals are always estab-
lished with the conference in 
mind ... yourperformanceisalways 
dictated by how you perform in 
the championship event. .. because 
it determines success or failure." 
Before they reach any champi-
onships the team will strive to 
improve themselves individually. 
"You do what you can to im-
prove yourself to be better than 
the next guy." 
Both the men's and women's 
teams will begin their seasons 
Fnday, January 2 1 when they to 
compete in the Ohio Northern In-
vitatiOnal. 
N G 
captain Ashley Maurer, the team's 
MVP the last two years, and 
sophomore Roslyn Valentino who 
just missed qualifying for nation-
als in the l 00 yard breststroke last 
year. 
"The team is a little beuer than 
last year, the four seniors we lost 
were a lot of points." Despite this, 
Lenhart believes that the team can 
capture it's ninth straight confer-
ence title 
The national contedcrs list in-
clu<k~ M a.urc1, V a.\cn\lno. and 
freshman Trisch Robbins. -rbose 
three combined with a sprint 
freestyler on the end, either 
sophomore Laura Gerken or 
junior Maria Montalbano, and 
they have a good chance in the 
200 medley relay." Lenhart 
said. 
Lenhart and his swimmers see 
the program as growing from just 
an OAC power to a hopeful na-
tional power, the schedule will 
test these hopes with tough 
matchups through out the year 
against Case Western, Allegheny, 
Wooster, and the National Catho-
lic Invitational at Notre Dame. 
Meanwhile within the conference 
the team's toughest match up re-
mains Baldwin-Wallace. 
FRIDAY 
4:00 TO 9:00PM 
fJf79 CEDAR RD. CLEVELAND HT5. 952-6999 
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New Russian constitution unveiled 
lee Hockstader 
1993 h"' Wo tungton PoSt 
MOSCOW -.President Boris 
Yelhtn ltn,ciled a new Rus ian 
constillllion Tuc~day that would 
cstablbh an irnmen,ely r<mcrful 
presidency a1 the expense of a n:la-
tively ham~1nmg parliament while 
enshnning p~i\atc propcny and civil 
and human right~ in a sharp '-)1llbolic 
depanurc from the Soviet p;l,t. 
Tile constitution. \\-hich v.ill he 
put l0 the electorate in a nation-
widt: rdcrcndum Dec. 12. would 
replace a document dating from 
the Communist era that ha!> been 
i@brc(J, :u~nded hundreds of 
time~ rum lost all semblance of 
legitimacy. 
In a 15-rninute televtsed ad-
dress Tuesday night, Yeltstn said 
the constitution would stand as a 
bulwark oJ stability, heading off 
any repetition of the power 
struggle that threatened to trigger 
a civil war last month. 
"The constitution establishes a 
dependable barrier to confronta 
Lion" bet ween branches of power, 
Yeltsin said. "It steers power to· 
ward consensus, cooperation and 
not to a seuli ng of accounts." 
He added that people. rather 
than ideology, class or national 
ity, would be accorded the "su-
preme value" in the new charter. 
Russian leaders have haggled over 
the particulars of a new constitution 
off and on for more than two years. 
and severn! compcung drafts have 
been put forward by Yeltsin's politi 
cal allies and enemtcs. But the final 
draft. relcascdj~33 days before the 
.....,..~~""""'~~ rckn:n urn, appears more n:su I 
ofYeltsin's wishes than the product 
of any genuine compromise among 
competing interests. 
Nonetheless. it docs provide 
for formal separation of the ex-
ecutive. legislative and judicial 
branches of power. It allows a 
two-chambered parliament. to be 
called lhcf-.CderJI Assembly. torcgi<.tcr 
no-confidence votes against the gov-
ernment, and it outlines a procedure 
for impeaching the presidenL 
Judges would serve for life. 
The Central Bank would be inde 
pendent. And there arc numerou<; 
guarantees that Rus~ia's 89 re-
gions and republics would have a 
~a) in governing themselves. 
But nearly all refercn<.:cs to the 
.. ~ .. ereigmy·· of Russia'~ 21 ethnic-
based republic' th<ll were included in 
previous dmfl'i have hccn removed. 
The constitution would allow 
the president to dtssol\le the leg-
islature if it rejects his choice for 
prime minister three tunes or if it 
expresses no confidence in the 
government twice in three months. 
The procedure li.Jr impeaching the 
president, involving coun rulings a<; 
well as votes in hoth chambers of the 
legislature, is complex and unwieldy. 
The president would nominate 
top federal judges, candidates for 
the head of the Central Bank, the 
constitutional and supreme courts 
and the attorney general. All would 
require legislauve approval. 
Under the Soviet constitution, 
passed in 1977 duriQg the regime 
ofLeonid Brezhncv, these officials 
were appointed by the legislature, 
and the president had no power to 
dissolve the parliament. 
In the new charter, parliament 
would need a two-thirds vote to 
override a presidential veto, com-
pared to a simple majority in the 
past. Some of the most dramatic 
departures from seven decades of 
Soviet rule arc contained in the 
midst of the document's 137 ar-
forced labor. a~ was the practice 
for decades in So\tet prison camps. 
But there arc also :-.hades of the 
past in the new charter, particu-
larly in holding out guarantees of 
social welfare, alheit vague ones. 
that echo Communi~! times. It 
would further han hroadlydclincd 
organizations that aim to under-
rni ne the security of the nation or 
fmncnt social, religious or ethnic 
stnle. 
"On Dec. 12. a constitution will 
be approved in a referendum 
containing a gentlemen's set of 
rights. liberties and democratic 
institution~:· Yitaly Trctyakov, 
chief editor of "leta\ isimaya 
Gat.cta. v.TOtc m a front-page ar-
ticle. "But it will be a constitution for 
the president in general and for 
President Yeltsin in panicular." 
"Before 1996 (when Yeltsin has 
pledged to retire) it will be the specific 
figures at the top of the Russian state 
rather than the actual text of the con-
stitution" that matter, Trctyakov wrote. 
In the West, some specialists 
on the Russian constitution were 
also uneasy with the process 
leading up to next month's vote. 
Sarah Reynolds, who has taught 
Russian Jaw at Harvard Law 
School, said she was skeptical that 
the referendum would provide a 
clear mandate for the constitution, 
even if it is approved. After the 
prolonged conflict here. "the 
meaningoflhevoteiswbcthcrpcople 
want a constitutional structure or no 
constitutional structure." she said in 
an interview, "not whether people 
want lhili ,P¥tic•,llar ~ ture." 
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Key changes proposed 
for New Russian 
Constitution 
C1993.los Angeles Times 
Hl·re arc some or the key 
changes in the proposed 
Russian constitution: 
individual Righb:<!! Rus-
::.ian citizens gain the right to 
own land, businesses .md 
property. as well a~ the right 
to privacy and again~! gov-
ernmental repression. 
The Presidency:~· Prcsi-
<kntial pO\\ ers arc more 
clearly specified and 
!>trcngthcned. The pre!>idt•nt 
is head of state. "ith the uu-
thorit) to appoint a prime 
minister (with legislative 
approval), ministers, and 
judges. The president is 
elected to no more than tv.o 
four-year terms, although 
President Boris N. Ycltsin 
may serve out his own five-
year term ending June. 1996. 
Pari iament:@ The consti-
tutional draft envis ions a 
two-house \legislature: a 
popularly elected Duma of 
450 members. and a more 
powerful I 78-member upper 
house, the Federation Coun-
cil. Half the council's mem-
bers will be appointed by 
Jegblatures of the 89 repub-
lics and regions, and half by 
the localities· executive au-
thorities. Both houses, how-
ever, will be elected to two-
they will be elected or ap-
pointed to four-year terms. 
Separation of Powers:@ 
The president gains the au-
thority to dissohe parlia-
ment, and parliament's abil-
ity to impeach the president 
The TAG Heuer 
Sports Elegance Series. 
Scratdl·resastant sapphire 
crystal Water·reSistant 
to 200 meters (660 feet). 
TAG Heuer 
SWISS MADE SINCE 1860 
-
is sharply reduced. The 
president may dissolve par-
liament if it pas~cs a no-con-
fidence vote in the govern-
men!- in which case he llla) 
abo dismiss th<: go\cnmt·nt 
- or if it reject<; three of hi~ 
candid<.~te~ for prime minister. 
To impeach the president, 
the Duma, on the initiative 
of one third of its members, 
can press <:hargcs of treason 
or "other severe crimes"; 
then i1 mu~t organize a com-
mission to substanliate the 
charge~. \\ htch must in turn 
be contirmed by the Supreme 
Court. Then the Federation 
Council must confirm the 
charge~ by a two-thirds vote 
vote; half of the council 
members. however, will be 
appointed by administrators 
answerable to the president. 
Under the old rules. leg-
islators could impeach the 
president on a two-thirds 
vote, with the approval of 
the Constitutional Court. The 
president was also considered 
automatically impeached if he 
moved to dissolve the parliament. 
Regions:@ The autonomy 
of the 22 ethnic republics ts 
reduced. They retain the 
right to make their own lan-
guages official and to enact 
their own constitution s but 
~~Qiln.&.l.aiatdUl ':S.o ver-
eign nght s" and in most 
particulars their govern-
mental status is made no 
more powerful than that of 
the 67 regional and local ad -
ministrative units of the 
Russian Federation. 
BEACHWOOD PLACE . 
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"THE COUP FLU" 
ACROSS 
1 St Pdtnb~ tg 
5 Color separator 
!ONaval~ 
14 Garfield's pal 
15 Adjust the 8SCO( 
16 Ctyohewn hils 
17 Pel 
18 Trump's former wife 
19 Colege In New Yori< 
20 Estoni4, Lotvi4 lllld 
/.itJuUI1IiiJ 
22 RuWn Builtlillg 
24 Bishopric 
25 Slop 
26 lmmlgral1's bland 
29 Neither's partnef 
30 SqOOel, eg 
34 Type cl shark 
35 NO's Coach Holtz 
36 Woman cl poem: The 
Raven 
37 Business abbreY. 
38 RJusi111 Su 
40 catch some rays 
41 • first 6 Cosl 
low. .. ":Tennyson 6 Accls. concern 
43 F«l. regUatory agcy. 7 Cal_-day 
44 Head:French 8 Flshennan's tool 
45 Blundered 9 Stilet's wfe 
46 Actor Gallagher 10 WGr: 1853 
47 Tel's mlssle 11 Foctbal kitty, eg 
48 Vanna White sale Items 12 Atlara arena 
50 To's partner 13 Actor P&M 
51 JHv AM PecrceAuthor 21 Plural ending 
54 lbwUzn 7lub 23 Rutv Rt-ler Valley City 
58 Ort tM Qupi4ll 25 Gabi's 8/18/911111llady 
59 Breakfast food 26 Pass OVf!l 
61 Peter Pan's pirate 27 Hermit 
62 Stanislaus tor &tlolt 28 Shoe salesman ? 
63 Maect.des 29 Cardinal & ordlnal:abrv. 
64 Ms. Hepburn 31 Baloter 
65 Transmbed 32 Muse clloYe poetry 
66 Horse or Common word 33 Subsalbe again 
01 River to the North Sea 35 _Vegas 
46 Small No. American wolf 
47 Timetable~. 
49 Greek letters 
50 Test answer 
51 Sovitt lltWf f11t11CY 
52 Bone combining form 
S3 Jack Spnlta choice 
64 H~' hats 
55 Amo. ,amat 
56 Networlc cl blood vessels 
57 Qyslal bd gazer; le 
60 2,000 pounds 
DOWN 
1 Sty11st's tool 
36 lancelo(dU H A l C l Y I I 
38 West Pointer- ~ ~:, ~:;: • • ~: ~ ~! 
2 Cartoon light WI>, eg 
3 Cultivate 
39Spechosp.Unl AliL TOlAH 'AT & 
42 Russitlfs Social cJass T I H 0 l I , L I W P L A W 
44 Bolshevik nvoiuliOflaty • T 0 : ~ A ~ I : : ~ • I I .. 4 Coup fW llllridott 
/tJldu DIAW I T&l I AOLI 
®1992 ALL Rl<iHTJ 
RESERVED <iFR 
AJJOCIATEJ 
DIALAMERICA- This job 
will help you develop market-
ing and communication skills. 
Experience great for resume. 
WE OFFER: arn/pm hours, top 
AI.HO OMOHiiTOII 
LICK " I WIL &lNI 
lll l IIIII SIAL 
Drivers wanted-Flexible hours. 
$6-10/hour. Musthaveowncar. 
Auto Insurance, good driving 
record. Call Papa John's at 691-
1982. 
pay, paid training. TO 1-----------1 
QUAUFY: must be eager to Cruise Ships Hiring-Earn up 
learn, money motivated, de- to $2000+/mo. on Cruise Ships 
pendable and articulate. Call or Land-Tour companies. 
333-3367. Summer & full-Time 
t-----------1 employment available. No 
SPRING BREAK- 7 nights experience necessary. For 
from$299. Includes: Air, Hotel, information call 1-206-634-
Transfers, Parties and More. ~04_6_8_e_xt_. _c_55_5_6_· -----1 
NASSAU • PARADISE Beach Spring Break 
ISLAND • CANCUN • JA- Promoter- Small or larger 
MAICA • SAN JUAN. Orga- groups. Your's FREE, 
nize a small group- Earn FREE discounted or CASH. Call CMI 
trip plus commissions. 1-800- 1-800-423-5264. 
GET-SUN-1. 1-- ------- -1 
t-----------l FREE TRIPS- Student 
Cruise Ship Jobs!-Students Holiday's, the nation's leader in 
needed. Earn $2000+ monthly. Spring Break vacations, seeking 
enthusiastic, highly motivated 
Summer/holidays/fulltime. students and fraternities to be 
World travel. Caribbean, Ha- lhe John Carroll reps. EARN 
waii, Europe, Mexico. Tour HIGHEST COMMISSIONS 
Guide Gif Sh Sal Deck AND TRAVEL FREE!! 
s, t op es, Cancun! Daytona Beach! Call 
Hands, Casino Workers, eac. now 1-800-360-TRIP. EARN 
No Experience necessary. $2 500 
' CALL602-680-4647,extC147. 1-----------1 
Free Trips and Money!-
Individuals and Student 
Organizations wanted to 
Hey Chico-I CAN'T talk to you 
anymore. I am intimidated. Suzy. 
Hey- Are you loolcin' at me? 
promote the Hottest Spring 1-----------1 
Break Destinations, call the KellyM-Don'tyouplayT-Ball? 
nation's leader. Inter-Campus 
Programs 1-800-327-6013. I looked down and found a 
pickle. 
11/vi"S 
J/~fPE,/ 
tiT 
flit. floE-~~ 
c-tri: 
CARROLL NEWS TIME KILLERS 
)>---------<< 
< 
Does one of these lines look longer 
than the other? If you think it's the one 
on top, you're wrong. They are actually 
identical. Check with a ruler. 
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Volleyball captures OAC tournament 
Heather Hlousek 
Stoff Reporter 
Number one. 
Pressure. 
The John Carroll women's 
volleyball team faced the pressure 
and remained number one when 
they hosted the Ohio Athletic 
Conference championship tour-
nament this weekend. 
The John Carroll Spikers en-
tered the OAC tournament as the 
number one seed and ranked first 
in the Midwest Region of NCAA 
Division ill with a record of31-3, 
the best in Division ill. This 
weekend the women showed 
people why they are worthy of 
these rankings. 
On Friday the Blue Streaks 
faced Mount Union, who beat 
Baldwin-Wallace to advance to 
the semifinals. 
John Carroll advanced to the 
finals by beating Mount Union 
with the scores 15-2, 15-12,15-11 
in the semifinal game on Friday 
night. 
The Lady Blue Streaks had to 
face second seeded Ohio North-
ern, whodefeatedMuskingum 15-
10,15-10, 16-14intheotherserni-
final on Friday night. Ohio North-
ern bad defeated Capital to ad-
vance to the semifinals. 
On Saturday, in front of 700 
fans, the Lad} Spikers took on 
Ohio Northern to try to claim the 
conference and gain an automatic 
tournament b1d. 
Head Coach Gretchen 
Weitbrecht was pleased with the 
crowd support. 
"About 700 people .went to the 
game on Saturday. The crowd 
support helped and is appreciated." 
The women played a tough 
game to beat Ohio Northern J 3-
15,16-14,15-11, 15-l3toadvance 
to the NCAA Division ill National 
playoffs. 
Beth Priestap, the only senior 
and a captain, thought that both 
games were tough , but Ohio 
Northern was more difficult 
physically and emotionally. 
"The ONU game was a tough 
emotional, as well as physica.l 
match. The points were long 
making it harder on us." 
Weitbrecht said, " On Friday 
we opened more aggressive. Sat-
urday we started more tentatively. 
Once we focused on points rather 
than emotion, we played better." 
The team has accomplished 
many goals this season and has 
won many awards, as a team and 
as individuals. 
The Spikers had two players 
named to the First Team OAC and 
two players named to Second 
Team OAC, as well as Coach 
Weitbrecht being named the OAC 
Coach of the Year for the second 
year. 
Leslie Mahf and Stacey 
Mullally were both named to the 
First Team OAC for the second 
yearinarow, with Mullally al so 
being named the OAC Player 
of the Year for the second 
consecutive year. 
Beth Pries tap and Kathy 
Frick:man were both named to the 
Second Team OAC, Priestap for 
the second time. 
Coach Weitbrechtsaid winning 
the tournament was a reward be-
cause it gave the team an automatic 
bid and showed the team's pride 
by beating Ohio Northern. 
This is the ftrst time in John 
Carroll's history that any women's 
team has made it to the NCAA 
tournament. 
Weitbrecht commented, 
"There is no greater feeling 
than to have the opportunity 
that the players have. It 's 
unforgettable." 
The volleyball team played at 
home last night at 7 p.m. against 
Guilford, which is a school in 
North Carolina. 
A victory would give the 
Streaks the opportunity to host the 
semifinal games this weekend. 
Stacy Mullally was named OAC player of the courttSy spons taronnauon 
year for the second consecutive year. 
John Carroll Football breezes by Hiram 54-6 
Brian Pollan 
Staff Reporter 
TheBlueStreakfootbaJI squad 
made a short trip to Hiram and, in 
front of 1 ,200 fans at Henry Field, 
totally dominated the Terriers in 
every aspect of the game. 
The tone was set for the after-
noon on Carroll's first play from 
scrimmage as Chad Rankin took 
the ball off-tackle and dashed 65 
yards for the score. 
Head Coach Tony DeCarie 
was worried about a letdown after 
the quick score. He commented 
on this shortly after: ''I wanted 
our guys to know that they had to 
keep playing hard. I didn't want 
Hiram take"\ lightly." 
There was no letdown. 
On their second possession, 
Carroll completed another long 
scoring play. Quarterback P.J. 
Insana bit Jason Tercek with a 
short pass over the middle. Tercek 
broke one tackle, and raced down 
the sideline for a 64-yard touch-
down. 
The game was well in hand by 
halftime. At the intermission, the 
Streaks had already compiled 325 
yards of total offense resulting 
in 34 points. In comparison, 
Hiram was held to 62 yards 
and no points. 
Certainly one of the highlights 
of John Carroll's offensive per-
formance was the amount of big 
plays produced. 
They had four plays that gained 
50 yards or more, with the ftrst 
two occurring on consecutive 
possessions. 
First was the Rankin 65-yard 
run, and shortly after came the 
Tercek 64-yard reception. 
Hiram linebacker Eric John-
son talked about the two quick 
strikes after the game. "The two 
plays took the wind out of our 
sails. After giving up two scores 
in three plays we just couldn't 
regroup." 
Then it was Shaugntay Lett's 
turn. The junior running back 
turned in one of the most spec-
tacular plays of the season. 
Shortly before the half, lnsana 
handed off to Lett on a third and 
11 play. Lett broke three tackles, 
two at the line of scrimmage, be-
fore breaking free and running 
54 yards for the touchdown. 
The final of the "big plays" 
was a 77-yard run by Senior Brad 
Eungard. Eungard's was the only 
"big play" that didn't result in a 
score. 
Both Rankin and Eungard 
l!atluJrtl: Adrian Nelse and 
PP.fi Saley have played well up 
front ron tbedefensiveline ] .. .Also, 
Of,IJ' seconda:l)' bas been very solid 
au year. They've an played well 
oo defense. • 
CN: Do you anticipate a high 
or low scoring affair? 
Paclulrd: You never can tell in 
a game like this; it's closely con-
tested. The team with the fewest 
turnovers will have the best chance 
to win the game. It will probably 
be low scoring. 
CN: Quarterback John Koz 
just carne off of possibly the best 
game of his career (8 touchdown 
rushed for over 1 ()()yards. J 62 and 
109 respectively. In all, thirteen 
players carried the ball with four 
differerent people scoring. It was 
a banner offensive performance 
as they totaled 592yards and 54 
points. 
The Blue Streak defense was 
just as good. Swarming pursuit of 
the ball and gang tackling were 
the norm last weekend. 
Hiram was held to just 222 
total yards, and a mere 5lyards 
rushing. 
The defense also caused three 
turnovers, including interceptions 
by Ryan Cochran and Darren 
Perusek. 
Sophomore linebacker Greg 
Preisel had an outstanding game, 
as did John Browne on the defen-
sive line. All told the defense was 
dominating. 
~1as(..Satuidiy). What do 
yop expect be Will do bt his final 
regular~n ~e? 
Pac1clll'd: Jobri's been very 
consistonLlt would be nice for 
him to repeat what be did last 
week. 
CN: Would a victory over 
John Carroll propel you ioto the 
playoffs? 
· Packard: I have no idea. 
Based on the way it is now. I 
would probably guess no. The 
game itself is big enough, but 
we' II just have. to wait and see. 
Note: Saturday's game is 
scheduled to begin at 1:30p.m. 
For the first time this season, 
every Blue Streak that traveled 
saw action. 
Coach DeCarlo felt this was a 
definite positive: " ... We got ev-
erybody in the game and you just 
don' t know when you are going to 
get an opportunity like that again." 
Fortunately, there was only one 
injury of note Saturday. Senior 
Larry Johnson suffered a shoulder 
injury and was forced to sit out the 
final quarter. 
With the 54-6 victory, John 
Carroll raises its record to 6-3 
overall and 5-3 in the OAC. 
The Streaks will look to end 
the year on a high note as they face 
rival Baldwin-Wallace at home 
on Saturday. Kick-off is sched-
uled for l :30p.m. Come support 
our seniors as they finish their 
careers on Parents Weekend. 
Interested in 
writing winter 
sports articles? 
Come to the 
Carroll News 
and ask for the 
Sports Editor. 
